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Release Name: Melanie Fernandez IX 
Origin: Los Angeles 
Genre: Rock 

Years Active: 2018 - Present 

Album Release 
Melanie Fernandez is an Austrian born American singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist 

and producer. She is best known as the founding member, lead singer and guitarist of  the rock 

band Cosmic Eye which was formed in Venice Beach, CA in 2018. After singing in several 

underground Austrian bands, 

Fernandez moved to Los 

Angeles. Cosmic Eye landed a 

weekly residency at the world 

famous venue the Viper Room 

in Hollywood for the entire year 

of  2019. The hard rock band 

released their debut album 

 'The Shaman Soul' in March 

2020. The music is high 

energetic rock sound channeled 

from the ether. 

Melanie Fernandez IX  just released a solo album called 'PARADISUS IX THE UNION 

OF THE UNIVERSAL MIND' which was released on 

February 27, 2022. New music videos were released for the new album which were filmed 

entirely in the Caribbean. What is the new album about?  
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Melanie Fernandez IX: The music is about healing from the inside and freeing yourself  from 
bondages of  the past. For example, a limiting way of  thinking and knowing that everything is possible. 
Many songwriters write only about problems. No one writes about the solutions. I do. A big part of  healing 
is realizing the truth of  how society is manipulating us all. A big help is to think for yourself. Freedom is 
what lives in your soul. Have the courage to follow it. We all have two entities living inside our chest. The 
one identity is the indoctrinated self, the other identity is your soul which is free from all belief  systems and 
fears. The challenge is: Let your soul be your guide only.  

 An Insider from the music industry and daily news is stating that “Melanie Fernandez IX 

has outstanding talent in producing, writing her own music and also as a multi instrumentalist. 

It’s pure feeling goosebumps all over with the truth as the punch! Combining soft with hard 

elements like her powerful hard rock vocals is shaking your spine. Listening to it is like a spiritual 

baptism. There is something immense powerfully captured on these audios. Your heart just wants 

to jump out and dance to it. My prediction is that this album will have a huge impact on future 

generations which is as usual way later recognized as it should be. Like ahead of  its time. It’s for 

the evolved human being. Her album: ’PARADISUS IX THE UNION OF THE UNIVERSAL 

MIND' is the most honest felt pure and genuine music I’ve heard in a very long time. Exciting!” 

The new album from Melanie Fernandez IX  

’PARADISUS IX THE UNION OF THE UNIVERSAL MIND' can be purchased on   

every music streaming platform.  

The album can be streamed and downloaded: Website: https://www.cosmiceyeband.com 

Here is a combined link to all streaming platforms: https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/

melaniefernandezix/paradisus-ix-the-union-of-the-universal-mind  

Social Media links: 

Tours: https://www.cosmiceyeband.com/tour-ix 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MelanieFernandezIXMusic 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/melanie_fernandez_ix/ 

YouTube Channel:  https://youtu.be/eILzYK6zHUA 

Music Video: https://youtu.be/FU5o32Dv8RE 

Tik Tok: https://www.tiktok.com/@melanie_fernandez_ix 
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“Note to the Editors” 

For more information, album artwork, photography or to request interviews with the artist,  

Please Email: production@cosmiceyeband.com 
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